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Technologies based on “artificial intelligence” (AI) are transforming every part
of our society, including healthcare and medical institutions. An example of
this trend is the novel field in oncology and radiology called radiomics, which
is the extracting and mining of large-scale quantitative features from medical
imaging by machine-learning (ML) algorithms. This paper explores situated
work with a radiomics software platform, QuantImage (v2), and interaction
around it, in educationally framed hands-on trial sessions where pairs of novice
users (physicians and medical radiology technicians) work on a radiomics task
consisting of developing a predictive ML model with a co-present tutor. Informed
by ethnomethodology and conversation analysis (EM/CA), the results show
that learning about radiomics more generally and learning how to use this
platform specifically are deeply intertwined. Common-sense knowledge (e.g.,
about meanings of colors) can interfere with the visual representation standards
established in the professional domain. Participants’ skills in using the platform and
knowledge of radiomics are routinely displayed in the assessment of performance
measures of the resulting ML models, in the monitoring of the platform’s pace
of operation for possible problems, and in the ascribing of independent actions
(e.g., related to algorithms) to the platform. The findings are relevant to current
discussions about the explainability of AI in medicine as well as issues of
machinic agency.

KEYWORDS
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1 Introduction

Understanding the social implications of “artificial intelligence” (AI) will be one of the
most significant topics of this decade. The growing ubiquity of AI-based devices in everyday
life and professional settings has prompted newly motivated critical scrutiny and provided
an incentive to “describe how AI features in the world as it is” (Brooker et al., 2019; p. 296).
AI-based technologies are also rapidly transforming healthcare andmedical institutions, and
they define the new field of medical imaging analysis known as radiomics—the extracting of
large-scale quantitative features from medical imaging by AI algorithms (see Guiot et al.,
2022 for a recent review). They furthermore form the basis for this article, which presents an
observational user study of work with a radiomics software platform.
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Radiomics holds the promise of allowing us to make better
use of medical imaging for precision oncology (Gillies et al.,
2016). It consists of extracting quantitative information from
tumoral and metastatic tissue in order to build diagnostically
or prognostically relevant scores that can exceed the capacity
of the naked eye when it comes to predictions such as patient
survival or risk of recurrence. The resulting scores can provide
information that is valuable for orienting treatment options during
multidisciplinary tumor board meetings in conjunction with other
omics (Luchini et al., 2020). Radiomics relies on the following main
steps: Image preprocessing, feature extraction, feature selection,
machine-learning (ML) model creation, selection, and validation.
The radiomics features can quantify specific visual aspects covering
all types of image information: intensity (i.e., minimum,maximum,
or average image values), texture, and shape of lesions, often beyond
the capabilities of the naked eye. All these steps are carried out
within a validation framework to faithfully estimate how themodels
will perform in the future. After a preprocessing of the initial images
to standardize their units and dimensions, a large set of features are
computed to quantify the intensity, shape, and texture of a given
lesion. This large set of features is then reduced to limit fortuitous
correlations and the curse of dimensionality. Finally, ML models
are trained to predict the outcome of interest (e.g., overall survival,
malignancy) and the best performing models are kept.

The study discussed in this article is based on the premise
that the development of any discipline needs to be solidified
through its teaching—as Peeken et al. (2018) conclude, it is
necessary to “consider adapting the education curricula to include
more radiomics related topics” (p. 33). This article explores how
a software radiomics platform, QuantImage (v2), can be used
in higher education to help students learn about the use of
AI in oncology. QuantImage enables the extraction of several
types of features from positron emission tomography/computed
tomography (PET/CT) images, providing a simple and user-
friendly environment that can be further adjusted for more refined
analyses (Abler et al., 2023). Positioned within the steps of
“explanatory analysis” and “modeling” in the broader workflow of
radiomics (see Lambin et al., 2017), QuantImage allows researchers
to select and visualize features according to their relationship with
the considered outcome, and to construct ML models without
the help of computer scientists. In this paper, we are focusing on
the situated use of this technology in a medical setting framed as
a software trial and educational session. Looking at how novice
users work with the platform highlights practical knowledge and
aspects of the activity that are taken for granted in the work
of experts (see also Lindwall and Lymer, 2014). As noted by
Lucy Suchman in the context of human–machine interaction, “by
studying what things look like when they are unfamiliar, [we can]
understand better what is involved in their mastery” (Suchman,
1987; p. 75). Our study addresses questions such as: How are the
actions of the software made sense of and incorporated into the
ongoing interaction? What makes the novice users’ collaborative
work with the platform specifically an instance of radiomics?
How is their situated interaction with and around the AI-based
platform organized?

Answers to these questions are sought through
ethnomethodology and conversation analysis (see Garfinkel,

1967, 2002, 2022; Sacks, 1992; Schegloff, 2007; henceforth EM/CA).
This distinctive approach to the study of human sociality has also
been influential in research on technology-in-action (Suchman,
1987, 2007; Dourish and Button, 1998; Heath and Luff, 2000,
2022; Crabtree, 2004; Randall et al., 2021). EM/CA describes and
explicates practical reasoning and practical action as members’
methods in everyday and specialized environments, including
the workplace and scientific contexts (Livingston, 1987; Lynch,
1993). With regard to digital technology, it investigates in detail
how people work with technical devices, in situ and in real time,
drawing on material, bodily, and verbal resources (e.g., Mlynář,
2021; Koivisto et al., 2023). In this article, we present and discuss
findings from an EM/CA analysis of video-recorded software trial
sessions conducted at Center hospitalier universitaire vaudois
(CHUV) in Lausanne, Switzerland, where experts produced and
interpreted radiomics results together with novice users with
the use of QuantImage. Our study draws from and contributes
to video-based interactionist studies of healthcare and hospital
settings, which constitute a long-established field (Barnes, 2019;
Keel, 2023), including oncology (Singh et al., 2017) and radiology
(Rystedt et al., 2011). Although digital and AI-based technologies
are often viewed as “tools” (Verma et al., 2021; Mlynář et al.,
2022a), we aim to move beyond this reductive understanding.
Rather than evaluating or assessing the use of the software, our
paper examines how pairs of participants work together, and just
what they do to achieve their locally relevant tasks. Focusing on the
identification of recurrent patterns of interactional organization
distinctive to interacting and working with QuantImage in the
educational setting, we explore how novices learn “to see like an
expert” (Gegenfurtner et al., 2019). The crux of our contribution
is in studying the members’ methods of interacting with each
other and the platform in real time during situated interactional
episodes in a healthcare setting. Moreover, we contribute by
examining interactions with and around a non-tangible and non-
anthropomorphic AI-powered device—generally understudied in
EM/CA, which is mostly preoccupied with human-like, tangible,
language-producing technologies such as robots or voice user
interfaces (see Mlynář et al., 2022b).

For novice users in trial sessions, the platform is a proxy
and a synecdoche of radiomics: radiomics as a wider domain of
medical work is embodied and represented in and as the specific
platform itself. In learning how to work with the platform, they
discover and establish radiomics work procedures as part of the
trial session with the help of the co-present expert acting as a tutor.
As documented by the analysis below, novice users’ troubles might
be based in the organization of the current task, in the procedural
details of the platform, or in their understanding of the broader
domain of radiomics. Most importantly, knowledge of radiomics
and knowledge of the specific platform reflexively establish each
other, and this has significant implications for the integration of
novel technologies into educational and medical praxis.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an
overview of related work and Section 3 describes the setting
and method. The analysis in Section 4 specifies the shared
practical knowledge that constitutes the common ground of
radiomics’ work, as well as the “contingencies” (Garfinkel, 2022)
of participants’ courses of action while they deal with substantive
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or procedural “trouble,” both in radiomics more generally and in
the platform specifically. In Section 5, we conclude that examining
how these practices are incorporated into the interaction with
and around AI-based platforms is an important step toward
understanding how such technologies may not only become
trustworthy and efficient as assistive tools, but in the longer run
may also possibly be incorporated into more complex medical
diagnostics and clinical decision-making.

2 Digital technology and AI in
oncology practice

Digital technologies have been described as having a
transformative impact on the practice of oncology and radiology
in recent years (Brink et al., 2017), but the growing deployment
of communication and information technologies in medicine has
been underway for several decades (Smith et al., 1998; Heath et al.,
2003; Pilnick et al., 2010). Dicker and Jim (2018) propose that
technological change will be seen in the transformation of three
domains of medical institutions: changes in work, structure, and
patient expectations. Digital technology and AI-based devices
are becoming increasingly relevant in interactions between
medical professionals and patients, but in this paper, we focus on
what could be labeled “changes in work.” These include novel
workplace practices and communication environments related to
the introduction of digital technologies and AI (Aznar et al., 2018),
where it is important to specify possible problematic issues with
how these technologies are “integrating into existing workflow”
(Mun et al., 2021; p. 1). A recent review of the use of ML algorithms
in oncology underscores the importance of trust, track records,
and the accountability of AI in medical practice, stating that “trust
in this technology has to be built one step at a time, based on its
capability to make useful and correct predictions” (Nardini, 2020;
p. 6). Although AI-powered technology can have a positive impact,
e.g., in reducing cancer care inequalities (Arora et al., 2020) or in
enhancing the translation between clinical and laboratory work
(Yim et al., 2016), there are also threats, for instance in terms of
cybersecurity (Joyce et al., 2021; see also Franzoi et al., 2023 for
an overview).

The distinctive worksite practices of oncologists and
radiologists, often involving work with digital technologies, have
also been examined through EM/CA, which is the approach taken
in this paper. Following Goodwin’s (1994) study of “professional
vision” (see also Goodwin, 2018a), Gegenfurtner et al. (2019)
explore how experts communicate with novices to allow them
to make sense of visualizations of medical data. Their analysis of
interactions between an expert in radiology and four laypeople
enabled them to identify three recurrent practices—highlighting,
zooming, and rotating—as the basis for radiologists’ embodied
competence for detecting symptoms of pneumothorax. Working
from a similar basis, Rystedt et al. (2010) found that professionals
in radiology make use of various layered displays of the anatomy,
while using “gestures, mouse cursors and individual laser pointers”
for “a rapid and precise indexing of anatomical structures and
their locations.” Ivarsson (2017) further argues that gestures and
embodied actions are important means for organizing expertise
in “the enacted production of radiological reasoning” (p. 135).

In addition to bodily conduct, analysis of radiological practices
has also focused on instructions and their relationship to the
recognition and avoidance of errors, while underscoring the shared
quality of the expert “perception” (Lymer et al., 2014). Rystedt et al.
(2011) point out that expertise involves “discovery work in which
visual renderings are made transparent,” enabling radiologists
to discern meaningful objects in the images in an “inherently
practical and domain-specific” manner (p. 868). Given that “every
community is systematically faced with the task of building
skilled, knowing members” (Goodwin, 2018b), the domain-specific
ways of seeing are also central in training activities. Exploring
educational sessions in diagnostic radiology, Ivarsson et al. (2016)
argue that in addition to technological novelty, advancement can
also be “achieved by a novel set-up of existing technologies and
an interactive format that allows for focused discussions between
learners with different levels of expertise” (p. 416). Nevertheless,
compared to more traditional and established ways of working in
oncology or radiology, the introduction of AI-based technologies
also creates a requirement for novel ways of “seeing” on the
users’ part.

To the best of our knowledge, so far, no EM/CA research
has addressed the use of AI in oncology, or radiomics as
such, though this approach can effectively respond to the calls
for rigorous user studies in the emerging domain. Existing
literature highlights the fact that one of the main challenges of
adopting radiomics in clinical practice is the limited interpretability
of the resulting radiomic models, leading to physicians’ low
confidence in the diagnosis and treatment planning proposed by
the model (Liu et al., 2019). While the past few years have seen
important improvements in radiomics, not much is known yet
about physicians’ and researchers’ actual conduct while creating,
assessing, and interpreting radiomic models (Verma et al., 2023).
Detailed insight into experts’ practical work can provide important
background information for the standardization of data collection
procedures, as well as the establishment of evaluation criteria and
reporting guidelines (Lambin et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2023). Antoniadi
et al. (2021) conclude that there is a lack of user studies “exploring
the needs of clinicians.” These must be conducted while keeping
in mind the specific position of radiomics in the overall workflows
and pipelines of diagnostics and patient care (Chang et al., 2019),
while also setting up appropriate expectations for the use of an AI-
based technology (Kocielnik et al., 2019). Explainability has been
identified as one of the major challenges in the incorporation of
AI into medicine and health care in general, and radiomics more
specifically (Kundu, 2021; Jin et al., 2022; Chaddad et al., 2023).
Calisto et al. (2021, 2022) have conducted a mixed-method study
on an AI-powered “assistant” in radiomics that was introduced to
translate its findings into clinical practice, finding relatively high
levels of trust, acceptance, and satisfaction among the forty-five
practitioners involved, as well as higher accuracy levels. Although
the reviewed studies point to future possibilities of incorporating
radiomics into clinical practice, it is still the case that “radiomic
technologies require a systematic evaluation of their properties and
effects as decision-making tools in healthcare” (Miles, 2021, p. 929).

This means that understanding the experts’ actual practical
work with AI-based technologies is a key element for making
radiomics respectable in the field and overcoming the resistance
to their adoption in clinical practice. A precursor in a different
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medical domain could be seen in Hartland’s (1993) interview-based
study on the use of “intelligent machines” for electrocardiograph
interpretation, which underscores the important point that
considering the use of autonomous technology for the screening
of data and the identification of “abnormal” patterns overlooks
the fact that “in practice ‘normal’ is an achieved rather than a
given characteristic” (p. 62, original emphasis). This achievement
of “normality” and “routine” operation of an AI system can be
illuminated by looking at people interacting with a novel and
unfamiliar technology. Our article contributes to the outlined areas
of research by examining specific workplace practices previously
uninvestigated by EM/CA or interactionist studies, connecting
them with the proposal that “AI-facilitated health care requires
education of clinicians” (Keane and Topol, 2021). Before we
report and discuss our findings from the user study in trial
sessions with QuantImage, a brief technical introduction to the
platform is needed, alongside a description of the setting and our
research methods.

3 Setting and data

The QuantImage platform (Abler et al., 2023) is currently
used in clinical research to evaluate the relevance of radiomics by
users that do not need any coding knowledge. It covers all the
main processes of radiomics and underwent several user studies,
conducted to improve the platform as an integral part of the
medical field.1 One core component of QuantImage is the “Feature
Explorer,” which includes ergonomic workflows to evaluate the
relevance of specific feature groups called “collections” in achieving
the research tasks at hand. It allows clinical researchers to formulate
and test multiple hypotheses in terms of how imaging observations
can be used to predict the considered outcomes. The Feature
Explorer includes semi-automatic tools that are used to add or
remove specific features while simultaneously visualizing their
relation to the outcome in a heatmap containing all feature values
from all observations (e.g., patients) shown with a standardized
color scale. ML models can be built and validated for custom
feature collections created by the user in a specific tab called “Model
Training.” A screenshot of the Feature Explorer is depicted in
Figure 1. The heatmap displays the links between radiomics feature
values and outcomes in the “Visualization” tab. The content of
the heatmap is dynamic and corresponds to manual and semi-
automatic feature selections, which can be saved into “feature
collections” to formulate and test specific hypotheses.

Our research reported in this paper broadens the scope and
use of the platform by exploring the potential of QuantImage
as an educational tool. The potential educational dimensions of
this software are related to designing specific curricular activities
that would focus on achieving familiarity with radiomics practice
through the platform’s use and interface, as well as consideration
of its limitations. Moreover, it might be that some elements of the
platform need to be made more transparent and explainable. To
explore these possibilities, in the setting studied in this article, pairs
of users (physicians and medical radiology technicians) worked
together during collaborative review sessions, focusing on a task

1 https://medgift.github.io/quantimage-v2-info/

aimed at identifying features in the data that help to build a well-
performing model through ML algorithms implemented in the
platform. Once they had selected the data features that they wanted
to include in a collection, they then trained a new model and
evaluated its performance in terms of sensitivity and specificity
as estimated by the platform for the given model and validation
strategy (i.e., repeated stratified train/test splits).

The participants were affiliated with the same hospital (CHUV)
and signed an informed consent form before taking part in the
session. This document stated that the aim of the project was to
improve the platform—including its design, usability, and technical
performance—and to design teaching guidelines regarding use of
the platform in higher education. They were also informed that
the collected data would be used solely for research purposes
and that their personal information would be removed from the
published outcomes (including possible publication of images with
blurred/pixelized faces). In total, we organized 13 sessions with 27
participants, each lasting one hour. For most of the participants
(and for all users represented in this paper), it was their first
opportunity to work with the platform and in radiomics in general.
Their work on the task was solely for the purpose of exploration and
was not part of their obligatory study assignments or job duties.
A tutor was present to support the participants in achieving the
task by providing information about the specific functionalities of
QuantImage or general radiomics processes.

The task that the pairs of participants were working on
was based on developing a diagnostic model of Pulmonary
Lymphangitic Carcinomatosis (PLC), a condition linked to very
poor prognosis in the context of lung cancer. Diagnosing PLC is a
difficult task for radiologists and usually requires an invasive and
risky lung biopsy (Jreige et al., 2020). A collection of over 100
cases representing both positive and negative PLC was assembled
at CHUV. Using QuantImage, radiomics features were extracted
from PET/CT images. The main task was to use QuantImage’s
Feature Explorer to identify the feature categories (e.g., intensity,
texture, shape) that are most predictive of PLC. Following specific
hypotheses concerning which type of features can predict PLC, the
user can test them to encourage an interpretable and trustworthy
radiomics model. Other datasets, such as the HECKTOR challenge,
are available and could be considered variants of this task (Oreiller
et al., 2022).

We video-recorded the sessions from two complementary
angles, setting up our cameras in opposite corners of the room to
capture all potentially relevant details of the setting and activities
(see, e.g., Knoblauch et al., 2006; Heath et al., 2010; Broth et al.,
2014). We then depersonalized, transcribed, and analyzed the
resulting recordings (15 h of video) in detail in accordance with
the principles of EM/CA (Jefferson, 2004; Mondada, 2018; see
Appendix). Video analysis begins with noticing systematically
recurrent interactional phenomena during “unmotivated looking”
(Sacks, 1984; Psathas, 1995). This analysis takes into account
speech, embodied action (gaze, posture, gestures, touch, movement
in space, etc.), as well as the materiality of the setting (see Goodwin,
2018a; Reber and Gerhardt, 2019; Mondada, 2021). The major
advantage of direct observational methods such as video analysis
is that they allow for discovery of detailed embodied practices
that are normally taken for granted by the participants, not
reflected upon or talked about, and therefore not easily accessible
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FIGURE 1

Screenshot of the Feature Explorer of QuantImage (v2).

FIGURE 2

Hanna and Teresa working on the task, Stephen sitting behind.

by standard survey methods (questionnaires or interviews) that
rely on recollection (e.g., Verma et al., 2023). Comprehensive
knowledge of the studied setting is an important prerequisite for
an adequate analysis of video-recordings. Therefore, in addition
to the video data, we also collected ethnographic material from
the sessions, including documents, textual and visual artifacts, and
observational field notes, in order to retain aspects of the setting
that were relevant for subsequent analysis of the video-recordings
(Grosjean and Matte, 2021).

4 Analysis

In our analysis, we aimed to unpack and explicate the practical
work of doing radiomics, including how the platform is made
sense of and embedded in the situated activity of the trial sessions.

As part of collaborative work, QuantImage is a representative
instance of radiomics, and learning about the platform is tied to
learning about radiomics more broadly. Although mutually and
reflexively constitutive, as we will show, these two dimensions are
distinguished by the members and oriented to separately.

While working together with QuantImage, making sense of the
platform’s operation over the course of that work, the participants
came across practical troubles that were intertwined with grasping
radiomics as a domain of medical and research practice. Our
analysis is structured around the features of the platform, designed
and executed as steps in the radiomics procedure, that were
encountered as problematic by the participants, ranging from
feature selection to model creation and evaluation. In some
instances, an absence of fundamental background knowledge—
e.g., about performance measures (specificity and sensitivity)—
even made it impossible for the participants to proceed with the
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task on their own, since performance measures are central to
evaluating the models. In this section, we focus on three excerpts
in which members orient to a lack of practical knowledge that is
not fundamental, while still contributing valuable insights about
the sensemaking practices related to radiomics during their work
with the platform. These excerpts offer illustrative instances of
recurrently observed issues that the novice users of QuantImage
encountered as part of their collaborative work on the task in the
trial sessions.

4.1 Troubles with data visualization

In the first excerpt, we are joining the dyad (Teresa and
Hanna2) about 10min after they begin their independent work
on the task. Stephen, the tutor, has spent the previous 20min
of the session introducing radiomics more generally, as well as
the platform and the participants’ task (see Section 3 above),
following which he has provided some further explanations and
clarifications. At the beginning of the sequence transcribed below,
Stephen is sitting behind Teresa and Hanna and attending to
his own laptop screen (see Figure 2; a similar configuration was
established in all sessions). The very beginning of Excerpt 1 makes
visible the exploratory nature of their work on the task. Hanna and
Teresa formulate their activity as “trying” (lines 1 and 4)—they are
discovering radiomics and the platform at the same time. Indeed,
the setting is framed and organized as a “trial”: the point is to learn
something new and try out the platform, and their work (and its
possible imperfections) does not have any serious consequences
beyond these goals. In selecting the data features that are to be
computed by the platform to produce the most efficient model,
Teresa and Hanna encounter a certain problem (line 12). Shortly
thereafter, in line 19, Teresa raises a more general issue, which
also invites Stephen as a recipient. Stephen’s involvement in the
dyad’s work seems to be aimed at overcoming an issue that often
leads AI-based digital devices to be described as “black boxes”:
they “generate actions—and hence have agency—but knowledge
of how they arrive at their outcomes remains hidden” (Huggett,
2021; p. 424). The extract ends with Stephen walking to the large
screen; thereafter, following line 29, he goes on to provide an
extended explanation of the visualization heatmap (not reproduced
in the transcript).

In lines 1–19 of the excerpt, Teresa and Hanna produce their
talk in a way that makes it both monitorable by others who are
present in the room, and still hearably designed for each other as
members of the independently working dyad. One relevant aspect
of the talk’s production is its volume—there is an amplitude shift
(Goldberg, 1978) after the 0.4 s pause in line 19, and the word
“mais” (“but” in English) is produced louder than the previous
relatively quiet talk. This might be an indication that Teresa’s talk
is now addressed to a different recipient who is farther away from
the speaker. And it seems to be taken as such by Stephen, who turns
his head at this precise moment in the direction of the large screen
and Teresa with Hanna. This shift does not come unexpectedly,

2 All participant names used in this article, including the tutor’s name, are

pseudonyms.

1 TER tu veux qu’on essaie d’abord comme ça?

you want us to try it like this first?

2 (0.9)

3 HAN bon on peut laisser comme ça et puis

well we can leave it like this and

4 TER après heu [je te laisse faire]

then later [I’ll let you try ]

5 HAN [(dis moi)]

6 (.)

7 HAN non non.

no no.

8 (1.5)

9 TER un test hein =

a test eh

10 HAN =ouais =

=yeah =

11 TER .hhh

12 (2.2) #

#Figure 3

13 TER hm

14 (0.7)

15 TER je vais pas aller comme ça

I can’t do it like this

16 HAN non ça marche pas trop non

no it doesn’t work much no

17 TER hhheh=

18 HAN =hehhh

19 TER .hhh (0.4) mais s- & j’trouve c’est

.hhh (0.4) but it- I find it’s

ste &turns his head to the

large screen

20 un peu du coup difficile à- l a

a bit difficult to- there

21 logiquement, si on a déjà une image

logically, if we already have an image

22 comme ça, on devrait dire il faut

like this, we should say it’s

23 surtout pas faire un mo%dèle vu que

important not to make a model since

ter %turns her

head to STE

24 y’a quand même pas mal de: rouge &(.)

there is a lot of red (.)

ste &stands up

and walks

to the

front

25 %%[(par la)]

[(in there )]

ter -->%%points to the laptop screen

26 STE [pourquoi] en fait, mhm? ce qui

[w h y] in fact, mhm? it bothers

27 vous gène en fait qui est >par &exemple<

you is in fact that here for example

ste &points to

the

Excerpt 1.
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visualization

on big

screen-->

28 du rouge ici (.) de ce côté là?

red here (.) on this side there?

29 ouais,& mhm.

yeah, mhm.

-->&

30 TER [ouais]

[yeah ]

31 HAN [m h m]

32 STE oui .hhh

yes .hhh

Excerpt 1. “A lot of red” (session of July 14, 2022).

FIGURE 3

Screenshot of Feature Explorer at line 12 of Excerpt 1.

as the exchange between Teresa and Hanna in lines 12–19 builds
up to a moment when it is predictable that a recruitment of
assistance through a shift in recipiency might occur. The succession
of Teresa’s audible inhale in line 11, a hesitation marker in line
13 coming after a relatively long pause, and finally her “I can’t
do it like this” in line 15, already makes relevant the possibility
that their work with the platform is encountering trouble. In her
next turn (line 16), Hanna aligns with Teresa. In lines 17–18, this
alignment is followed by brief shared laughter, which routinely
occurs in trouble-related interactional environments (Jefferson,
1984) and may indicate the presence of trouble (Petitjean and
González-Martínez, 2015). Stephen’s attentive embodied response
(turning his head in line 19) is therefore occasioned both by
prosodic aspects of the immediately preceding talk and by the
recent local history of the monitored interaction of the dyad and
its possible recognizability as problematic with regard to working
on the given task.

Although the sequential organization and prosodic details of
the interaction contribute to the production of a recognizable
trouble as something that requires the involvement of the tutor,
the encountered problem is also recognizably specific to their
activity as an activity in radiomics. The specificity of the occasion
is an outcome of its accomplishment as simultaneously a learning
situation and a radiomics task. Themembers’ method for recruiting
Stephen’s assistance thus also provides an opportunity to explore

how they make sense of radiomics in the midst of their encounter
with a novel technology.

The crux of the problem as formulated by Teresa relates to the
“logic” (line 21) behind the very procedure that they are supposed
to undertake, i.e., creating a model based on data with “a lot of
red” (line 24). Teresa’s reference to the color makes relevant the
“heatmap” data visualization that is a central component of the
Feature Explorer in QuantImage (see above in Section 3; Figure 3
shows the screen at the particular moment). The source of the
trouble seems to come from a conventional interpretation of the
red color as something “wrong” or “dangerous” (see Gnambs
et al., 2015), and novice users might be misled by this cultural
convention rather than seeing the colors in ways that are common
in the field (e.g., in genomics). In fact, the use of red and blue
in the heatmap indicates how the individual features predict a
positive or negative outcome after standardization of the features
in the statistical sense. The presence of blue and red can therefore
be seen as a “good” result, since the features are predictive of
the two classes. What seems unclear to the participants at this
point is the dynamic relationship between the selection of the
features and the visual information contained in the heatmap.
The fact that the heatmap is not fully understood as an aspect
of QuantImage also means that radiomics processes could be
grasped better. This is also what Stephen clarifies afterwards, in
an extended explanation sequence that begins after line 32. As
formulated by Lymer et al. (2014), eventually, “[t]he reasoned
processing of the problematical is ... directed toward re-establishing
a new, shared, re-instructed perception” (p. 212), in this case a
perception of the heatmap within the Feature Explorer and the
colors that are used in it. The excerpt illustrates how members
learn radiomics in their collaborative use of a software platform
accompanied by running explanations from the tutor, and how
common-sense knowledge (e.g., about meanings of colors) could
interfere with the established practices (e.g., visual representation)
in the professional domain.

4.2 Troubles with feature selection

In Excerpt 2, Paul and Carl are about 10min into their work
on the collaborative task. After training the first model on all
available features, they had gone back to selecting a subsection
of these features to identify those that significantly contributed to
proper diagnosis. During this time, Stephen was monitoring and
occasionally explaining various aspects of the platform and the
reasoning behind it. Excerpt 2 starts as Paul clicks on “train and
test” to let the platform develop the next model (line 20).

Lines 20 to 36 take place as the platform is training and testing
the newmodel. In line 21, Carl complains that the platform is taking
more time than expected, already noting a potential problem. After
a brief and barely audible exchange about the division of work
(lines 24–25), they recall the performance measures of the previous
model, in order to be able to compare the new model with the
previous one. Here, we can note “the practical reasoning involved
in ordinary comparisons and contrasts as these are expressed and
incarnate in ... conversational actions” (Watson, 2008, p. 211, our
emphasis). Paul’s “zero seven zero seven” (line 29) relates to the
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20 (7.5)

21 CAR ça pourrait aller plus vite (.) je pense.

it could go faster (.) I think.

22 PAU je sais pas ( )

I don’t know ( )

23 (2.1)

24 PAU bon tu veux faire le prochain?

good do you want to do the next?

25 CAR ( )

26 (5.8)

27 CAR on voit déjà ce que ça donne.

now we will see what that looks like.

28 (1.8)

29 PAU %avec quoi, zéro sept, zéro sept hein?

with what, zero seven, zero seven huh?

pau %nods

30 CAR ouais

yeah

31 (2.6)

32 CAR @il garde pas le: mo &dèle qu’on a fait

it/he doesn’t keep the: model that

car @turns around to STE

ste &looks at CAR, then to

big screen

33 avant ou bien?

one did before does it?

34 STE ha ehm::: (0.8) ah mince ouais donc là

ha ehm::: (0.8) ah darn yeah so there

35 vous avez- revenez sur visualization

you have- go back to the visualization

36 (2.8) % (0.4)

pau %clicks

37 STE donc là il faut pas oublier de faire create

so there one shouldn’t forget to do “create

38 new collection with these settings. donc

new collection with these settings.” so

39 c’est ça qui va vraiment sauver votre-

that’s what will surely save your-

40 vous avez rien perdu pour l’instant =

you haven’t lost anything for now =

41 PAU =okay =

42 STE =mais là vous avez- il faut cliquer

=but there you have- one has to click

43 là-dessus- ouais pour hm::

on that- yeah for hm ::

44 PAU on peut cliquer pendant qu’il y’a le modèle

one can click while there is a model

45 qui s’entraîne?

that is being trained?

46 STE oui, oui c’est bon ouais ouais (.)

yes, yes that’s good yeah yeah (.)

47 simplement là le modèle, je pense qu’il

simply there the model, I think that it/he

48 l’a fait avec toutes les features du

did it with all the features,

49 parce qu’il a:: (.)

because it/he ha::s (.)

Excerpt 2.

50 PAU test 2?

51 CAR ouais.

yeah.

52 %(6.0)

pau %saves collection

53 PAU ◦ah bah voilà, il arrête ◦

◦oh well, it/he stops ◦

54 CAR ◦on le relance ◦

◦we start it again ◦

55 PAU ◦ je lui donne un petit peu de temps ◦

◦I give it/him a little bit of time ◦

56 (4.2)

57 CAR là il va déjà plus vite qu’avant

there it/he already goes faster than before

58 hah [hahah]

hah [hahah]

59 PAU [h a h] hah .hhh

60 STE oui bah que voilà- il y’a déjà beaucoup

yes well that you see- there are already

61 moins de features donc c’est hhh tout va

a lot fewer features so that’s hhh all goes

62 beaucoup plus vite

a lot faster

63 (7.2) $(1.8)

qua $results appear on screen

64 PAU (c’est pas mal)

(that’s not bad )

65 STE pas mal (.) ouais

not bad (.) yeah

Excerpt 2. “It could go faster” (session of January 26, 2023).3

values of specificity (0.7) and sensitivity (0.7) of the model that
they have created earlier. The participants thus display their locally
established expertise in radiomics by orienting to one of its central
aspects, i.e., the performance measures, as a key factor in the
assessment of the best model. Thereafter, in line 32, Carl addresses
Stephen with a clarification request regarding QuantImage’s ability
to keep the previous “model.” Although it is not clear whether
the question is about the previously selected features or the
performance measures of the model trained with these features,
which would refer to two distinct steps in the radiomics workflow
and correspondingly also to two different sections of the platform,
Stephen does not make the ambiguity of the question relevant in
his response.

Rather than responding to the content of the question directly,
Stephen’s response in lines 34–35 treats it as a sign of trouble and
he offers instructions on how to solve the problem and proceed

3 The French pronouns “il” can be translated to English either as “it” or

“he,” depending on what is being referred to. Similarly, “lui” can be translated

either as “it” or “him.” We do not see it as our task to decide (on behalf of the

participants) which one of these options is more appropriate for referring to

an AI-based platform. Therefore, in all cases when the pronoun “il” (or “lui”)

seems to refer to QuantImage, we use the translation “it/he” (or “it/him”) to

mark the tension between grasping the platform as an object or an agent,

which is inmanyways characteristic of human–AI interactions (see, e.g., Alač,

2016; Rudaz et al., 2023).
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correctly. He notes that an important step in the procedure has
been omitted—specifically, creating a “new collection” (line 38).
This means that the platform uses the same set of features to train
the model as it did before—perhaps even all the features, as that
is the default setting—rather than a limited set of features that the
participants have selected for inclusion in the training and testing
of the new model. Creating a new collection is not only a step in
working with QuantImage, but also a specific phase in the workflow
of radiomics: by creating a collection with particular features, the
users also formulate a hypothesis in terms of radiomics (see Section
3 above). Creating a collection with a set of features is equivalent
to stating that these features, which model particular aspects of
medical imaging, will be useful for making the diagnostic decision,
and in the next phase of training the model the hypothesis is then
tested. Stephen identifies and explains the problem of not creating
a new collection in line 48 (“it/he did it with all the features”),
whereafter the participants fix it by creating a new collection with
the name “test 2” that is to be correctly used as the basis for training
and testing the model.4 In following Stephen’s instructions in a
skillfully familiar and locally competent way, Carl and Paul exhibit
that “the intelligible, determinate, and consequential character of
any ‘instruction’ ... is only to be found and spelled out in its
enactment, as its ‘action”’ (Sormani and Wolter, 2023, p. 274).

The problem encountered in this excerpt is related to the
noticeably “longer” time taken by the platform, which the users
orient to as a visible index of a trouble in the expected progression
of the work. In particular, the long training time of the ML model
indicates that too many features are used, and feature reduction
is needed, via the creation of feature collections. The notion
of “features,” already prominent in our analysis of Excerpt 1, is
relevant not only with regard to the visual aspects of the heatmap
in the Feature Explorer, but in a different sense also in the
evaluation of the temporality of the platform’s operation. Here, the
relationship between features and model training that makes the
problem visible for the participants seems to be: the more features
that are selected to be included in the model, the longer it takes for
the model to be calculated during the “training and testing” phase.
The machinic temporality of the platform is an integral part of
doing radiomics in this setting, and when the temporal features of
the platform’s work are not aligned with a competent expectation, it
indicates that something is “wrong” with the platform itself or with
its settings on the users’ side.

Therefore, in lines 57–62, the fact that the processing speed has
improved is also taken as confirmation that the second attempt
has been successful and the platform is now properly creating a
new model including only the lower number of selected features.
This shows how the interaction around the software platform is
temporally aligned with the real-time operation of the platform.

4 The user studies reported in this article were quite informative for

designing new versions of QuantImage. Observations of participants failing

to create a new collection, as happened in Excerpt 2, were later used

by the designers of QuantImage to improve it. A new version of the

software includes a warning tab when the user moves to the next step

(“model training”), and the unsaved state of the feature selection is kept

by the platform so it can also be recovered when the user moves back to

“visualization.” This way, the user is less likely to lose their set of selected

features simply by forgetting to save them in a new collection.

In general, machines routinely take a certain “response time” to
accomplish their jobs, and people interacting with and around
these machines routinely adjust their activities to the temporal
requirements of the machine’s operation. Yet, as Pelikan and
Hofstetter (2023) point out, “from an interactional perspective,
delays are not neutral wait time, but . . . delays do actions in
interaction—participants make sense of the delay as doing or
meaning something” (p. 4, original emphases). In Excerpt 2, the
response time—the projectable time that the machine will take
as shown by the progress indicator on the screen—is first taken
as a possible sign of trouble (when moving “slow”), and later
as a demonstration of the trouble being solved (when moving
“faster”). The computer’s operation, visibly displayed on the screen,
establishes the local temporal structuring of the environment in
which the participants work together. The members’ activity is
tied to the temporal order of the platform’s own operation, whose
indicators are displayed on the screen and thus also made publicly
available for monitoring. In this sense, what is happening on the
screen, as a representation of what the machine is doing, becomes
an important structuring element of the unfolding situation at
every moment. By being able to see the speed of the platform’s
operation as indicating trouble—or the trouble’s disappearance—,
the participants display their competence in using QuantImage in
routine ways. And once the results are finally shown, in line 63, they
also display their radiomics competence in their ability to evaluate
the new model’s performance measures “at a glance” (Sudnow,
1972, p. 259), in alignment with the tutor (lines 64–65). All these
competences are displayed as a matter of course, as unremarkable
and taken for granted constituents of the present social setting as
specifically radiomics’ work.

4.3 Beyond “troubles”: explaining
algorithmic agency

Excerpt 3 shows Tom and Yann shortly after they have started
their work on the task. The spatial arrangement is similar to
the previous two excerpts: Tom and Yann work together as a
pair while Stephen sits behind them and tacitly monitors their
work. As the excerpt begins, they are using “Feature Explorer” to
select 70 features (line 3), save their collection (lines 6–19), and
move forward to “Model Training” in line 20. The participants do
not encounter trouble in the sense of Excerpts 1 and 2, but they
nevertheless recruit Stephen’s involvement. He then explains an
aspect of radiomics that goes beyond what they need to know to
complete the task.

In the first part of the excerpt, Yann repeatedly seeks Stephen’s
confirmation about the immediate next steps to be taken with the
platform: first in line 7, when Yann asks about how to name the
new collection while saving it. Afterwards, Tom comments on the
three algorithms shown on the screen in the “Model Training” tab:
logistic regression, support-vector machines, and random forests.5

5 These three algorithms are listed on the screen next to each other as

“classification algorithms.” Underneath, two “data normalization” algorithms

are listed—standardization and L2 normalization. Although they are not

commented upon by Tom or Yann, Stephen mentions them later (lines

45–46).
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1 YAN parfait (.) est-ce q [u’]

perfect (.) is it [that ]

2 TOM [ouais]

[y e s ]

3 YAN commencerait par ( ) septante?

we would start with ( ) seventy?

4 TOM ouais j’pense [ça serait] déjà pas mal

yeah I think [that w’d ] be a good start

5 YAN [c’est ça]

[that’s it ]

6 YAN okey (.) ◦attend ◦ (.) là %on p-

okay (.) ◦hol’on ◦ (.) there we p-

yan %head to right, gaze

to STE-->

7 YAN &(.) $% >
◦on met ce qu’on veut hein ◦

<

(.) >
◦we put what we want eh ◦

<

yan -->%

yan &RH palm-up, shakes head

ste $RH+LH palm-up, shakes head

8 STE &voilà notez ce que vous voulez

right write what you want that

yan &hands on keyboard, writing

9 [que veut ça vous parle]

[will tell you something ]

10 YAN [test test zéro (.) un ?]

[test test zero (.) one? ]

11 TOM ouais (.) oui:

yeah (.) yes:

12 STE [par]

[for ]

13 YAN [pour] commencer

[t o ] begin with

14 (.)

15 YAN okey s:::.hhh

16 &(0.5)

yan &turns laptop toward TOM

17 YAN alors

well

18 TOM (et puis du coup tel quel)

(and then therefore as it is )

19 YAN ouais (.) test zéro: u:n, modèle

yeah (.) test zero: o:ne, model

20 TOM et puis du cou:p alors (1.0) donc il y’a

and then therefore well (1.0) so there are

21 trois types d’algo ↑rithmes

three types of algorithms

22 YAN mhm

23 TOM ( ) je les connais pas du tout ces trois

( ) I don’t know these three at all

24 YAN non plus (.) nhhhheh (.) EST-ce que pour

me neither (.) nhhheh (.) IS it that to

25 tester les modèles on me:::t % train

test the models we pu:::t train

yan %points to icon

Excerpt 3.

26 and test?

and test?

27 (.)

28 STE voilà exactement =

right exactly =

29 TOM =ouais =

=yeah =

30 STE =en fait c’e- ça il va explorer tous

=in fact it- that it/he will explore all

31 les modèles =

the models =

32 YAN [okey]

33 STE e[:u:h] et voilà et pui::s sur l’ensemble

e[:e:h ] and like that and the::n on the

34 d’entraînement, il va sélectionner le

training set, it/he will select the

35 meilleur (.) et puis il va l’évaluer

best one (.) and then it/he will evaluate

36 sur le test.

it in the test.

37 TOM ha du coup il prend n’importe lequel des

ha therefore it/he takes any of these

38 trois al @gorithmes

three algorithms

tom @head to right, gaze to STE-->

39 STE [il va- il va regarder lequel marche]

[it/he wi- it/he will see which one works ]

40 TOM [je vais regarder lequel (.) sont (.)]

[I will see which (.) are (.)]

41 STE [le mieux (.) exactement]

[the best (.) exactly ]

42 TOM [o @k e y]

-->@

43 STE et puis en dessous c’est des façons de

and then below there are ways to

44 normaliser les données. donc on peut

normalize the data. so we can

45 standardiser, soit faire (.) min-max (.)

standardize, or do (.) min-max (.)

46 normalization. et donc c’est vraiment tout

normalization. and so it’s really all

47 des choses qu’en général (il faut explorer

the things that in general must be explored

48 dans la pratique) mais là le modèle le fait

in practice but here the model does it

49 de manière automatique, en un

automatically, in one

50 &(.) voilà un click

(.) see it one click

qua &results appear on screen

51 YAN [o k e y]

52 TOM [ah okey]

53 (.)

54 TOM (◦okey ◦)

Excerpt 3. “Three algorithms” (session of June 9, 2022).
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With some smiling and laughter, Tom and Yann agree that they do
not know any of these algorithms. Nevertheless, when Yann turns
to Stephen again in line 24, he doesn’t orient to this particular
aspect of their knowledge as being insufficient or problematic for
their work on the task at hand. In his request for confirmation,
Yann instead orients to the procedural organization of their work
with the software and the action that needs to be taken next, i.e.,
clicking the icon ‘train and test’ (line 25). After a micro-pause, in
line 28, Stephen confirms this proposal and Yann clicks on the icon,
which launches the training and testing process in the platform.
Thereafter, starting in line 30, Stephen goes on to produce an
extended explanation that relates to the more substantive aspects
of the participants’ work—i.e., these aspects are not related to
the procedural organization of their work with the platform, but
provide more in-depth insights about radiomics and its logic. In
the radiomics workflow, after selecting the features, a user would
choose a machine-learning algorithm without knowing in advance
which one would provide the best results. To be able to decide
which algorithmwill yield the best results, the user must test several
of them. In the QuantImage platform (as Stephen explains in lines
48–49), this procedure is automated, and the platform selects the
most efficient algorithm automatically,6 testing all the possibilities
and keeping the best one. Detailed technical knowledge of the three
algorithms is not required from the users as a prerequisite, and Tom
and Yann orient to this aspect adequately. Tom’s questions about
the algorithms can be seen more as a sign of competent curiosity
and interest going beyond what is needed at this point of the task,
rather than signaling or formulating a “trouble.”

Stephen’s shift from a practical explanation of the platform’s
work to an explanation that goes beyond what is needed for the
particular task at hand (taking place in line 43) is timed in a
way that documents how the sequential structure of interaction is
intertwined with the temporality of the platform. As Tom clicks on
the icon, the platform starts working on the training and testing
of the model—a procedure that is finished only in line 50. We
have noted in the analysis of Excerpt 2 that members reflexively
adjust to the temporal structuring of the situation as it unfolds,
including the machinic temporality of QuantImage. After someone
clicks on “train and test,” the platform creates a temporal slot during
which the users need to wait—but as our analysis shows, they use
this opportunity to do more than just waiting. The time that is
available is embedded in the collaborative work as a moment for
reflection upon the task underway, and an opportunity to bring
up relevant topics or ask additional questions that are not directly
connected to the current or following steps. As Stephen produces
his turn at talk, the progress indicator on the large screen allows
him to estimate how much time he has available before the results
of the “train and test” process appear on the screen. Indeed, the
temporal slot is also available to the other participants—e.g., in lines
37–38 of Excerpt 3, Tom formulates the gist of Stephen’s previous
explanation by saying “ha therefore it/he takes any of these three
algorithms” (which, as we note below, is then corrected by Stephen).
Next, between lines 43 and 50, while the platform is still taking

6 In the earlier versions of QuantImage, users would be asked to select one

of the algorithms, but the designers realized that this is too advanced for

many users and instead decided to automate the procedure.

time to finish the model training, Stephen provides a more detailed
explanation of QuantImage and the difference it makes compared
to the established ways of working in radiomics. Concurrently,
Stephen’s explanation also accounts for the relatively long time
(usually between 15 and 25 s) that the platform takes to accomplish
this step, as he makes it clear that the platform is just doing many
things on its own.

The algorithmic agency of the platform is deeply embedded in
the interactional sequence. Several utterances in lines 30–49 ascribe
various kinds of actions to QuantImage. They are, however, not
equivalent—although both Tom and Stephen offer accounts of the
platform’s operation, their category memberships as expert and
novice become relevant (see Jacoby and Gonzales, 1991). Stephen—
as the tutor and the expert—offers corrections to Tom’s candidate
explanation, most significantly to Tom’s “it/he takes any of these
three algorithms” (line 37), which is corrected by Stephen to “it/he
will see which one is working best” (line 39). This is offered as a
reformulation of “it/he will explore all the models” (line 30) and
“it/he will select the best one (.) and then it/he will evaluate it in
the test” (lines 34–36), which were offered by Stephen previously.
Anthropomorphically described actions of the computer, such as
“seeing,” “selecting,” “taking,” and “evaluating,” are presented as
interconnected in an ordered stepwise procedure, which is as a
whole attributed to the platform as an independent agent—“the
model does it automatically” (lines 48–49). Nevertheless, although
agency is ascribed to the machine, it does not autonomously
produce interactionally relevant actions. The relevance of visible
software elements and information provided on screen is worked
out by the participants step by step as they move through
the procedure of radiomics. Thus, perhaps more markedly than
in interactions with tangible devices or anthropomorphic AI-
based technologies, “the status of an interactional agent may be
highly transient, meaning that its variable forms of agency are
accomplished on a moment-by-moment basis” (Pelikan et al.,
2022). The excerpt shows that the accountability of algorithmic
agency is closely related to the practical explainability of what the
platform is doing at each moment in the collaborative work, and as
an inherent part of it.

5 Concluding discussion

This article offered insights into novice users’ work, in an
educationally framed setting, with a radiomics software platform,
QuantImage, that uses machine-learning algorithms to extract
large-scale quantitative features frommedical imaging. Responding
to the lack of user studies in radiomics and contributing to EM/CA
studies of worksite practices in medicine, the setting provided
an opportunity to explore interaction around a tacitly present
and situationally constitutive AI-based technology. As Hindmarsh
et al. (2007) remind us, “the failure of new technologies often can
be attributed to difficulties for users in making technologies ‘at
home’ in their very practical worlds of work” (p. 5). It is therefore
important to understand how radiomics procedures, embodied in
the specific platform, are made sense of, in situ and in real time
in the collaborative work. Our approach enabled us to observe the
novice users’ learning and sensemaking procedures with respect
to all steps in the radiomics process, and to underscore how their
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practical actions and reasoning furnish the setting with features
that are specifically constitutive of work in radiomics. The analysis
of video-recorded materials collected in semi-experimental trial
sessions involving pairs of novice users demonstrated that the users
learn novel ways of seeing, e.g., colors in the heatmap (Section 4.1).
Their ability to use the platform in a competent way is displayed
by their orienting to the temporal aspects of its operation as a
sign of trouble, as well as their routine assessment of performance
measures (Section 4.2). The participants also confirm the proper
ways of moving through the stepwise procedure of the task with
the tutor, and they make use of opportunities to discuss aspects
of radiomics that are not necessarily related to their successful
achievement of the task (Section 4.3). In sum, our study contributes
to observational user studies of the use of digital technology and AI
in oncology practice, examining in detail the sensemaking practices
that participants employ while working with unfamiliar software. It
shows just how, in concrete interactional detail, troubles might be
“located” in the current task, in the platform, and in the broader
professional domain.

The analysis indicates that the integration of AI-based
technology into medical and educational praxis requires careful
consideration of different levels of users’ previous understandings
of radiomics at various stages of the emerging expertise. This
is in line with Hua et al.’s (2023) conclusions based on a
scoping literature review of acceptability of AI among healthcare
professionals in medical imaging—the authors point out that it is
important to design “human-centered AI systems which go beyond
high algorithmic performance to consider accessibility to users with
varying degrees of AI literacy” (Hua et al., 2023). In the setting
examined in this article, the absence of fundamental background
knowledge (e.g., of statistical performance measures) can make it
impossible for the participants to work efficiently with the platform
and complete the task on their own. Conversely, limited knowledge
of certain substantive issues (e.g., of specific algorithms in the
platform) might not necessarily be detrimental to the successful
achievement of the tasks. Furthermore, the analysis indicates that
different aspects of the users’ competence and knowledge become
relevant at different stages of the work, indicating the importance of
paying very close attention to the real-time sequential development
of actual situations involving interactions with and around AI-
powered technologies.

Our empirical observations can also be connected to the
explainability, agency, and accountability of AI, issues that are
central to human–AI collaboration. These questions are currently
hotly debated, as various forms of AI become entrenched in
professional and everyday activities. The ability to understand
and predict what an AI-based algorithm is doing has important
consequences for users’ trust in the computational models
(Vivacqua et al., 2020). In the setting under investigation in
this paper, social interaction happens around the AI rather than
directly with it. Autonomous agency is routinely ascribed by the
members to the machine involved in the situation even though it
features as a passive object rather than an active agent. It is not
communicating on its own, in real time or in direct response to
humans’ turns at talk—not even in a “simulacrum of conversation”
(Button and Sharrock, 1995). Explanations functioning as specific
social actions are also given among people in the presence
of the software platform, and on its behalf (see also Albert

et al., 2023). The explanations that are offered by the tutor,
or requested by the participants, allow us to identify elements
of the platform that may need to be made more transparent.
Information objects displayed on the computer screen are turned
into events relevant to radiomics in and through the sensemaking
work of the participants. In other words, most—if not all—of
the “co-operative action” (Goodwin, 2018a) is done by humans
rather than the AI. Nevertheless, this is not necessarily to be
seen as a limitation. Our study contributes insights into how
automated agents that were intentionally not designed to be
human-like or anthropomorphic are incorporated into medical
work. Understanding how people learn to accommodate the tacit,
non-tangible forms of AI and their specific algorithmic agency is
crucial before more elaborate and consequential machines (such
as robots or chatbots) can be introduced into established medical
practices. As proposed by von Eschenbach (2021), one pathway
toward “trust in AI” is to “acknowledge that AI is situated within
a socio-technical system that mediates trust, and by increasing the
trustworthiness of these systems, we thereby increase trust in AI”
(p. 1609). As demonstrated in this paper, careful analysis of the
“practical trust” that constitutes the very basis of social interaction
(González-Martínez and Mlynář, 2019) can aid in identifying
and explicating the constitutive elements of the “socio-technical
systems” in which understanding, explaining, and transparency are
already naturally embedded and situated as members’ matters.

Much interaction in medical settings involves communication
among actors with different levels of professional expertise and
types of competences. We have explored aspects of worksite
interaction in which patients have appeared only tangentially;
however, large areas of investigation open up as soon as AI-
based technologies, or their outputs, move into interdisciplinary
contexts and interactions with patients. Research has demonstrated
that patients often raise “concerns about fears, uncertainties, and
hopes” (Beach et al., 2005, p. 1243; Beach and Dozier, 2015).
Singh et al. (2017) have shown that oncologists typically dedicate
most of their time with patients to discussions of treatment
options, which is also related to shared decision-making (Alby
et al., 2015; Tate and Rimel, 2020). In this context, research
has been done on how oncologists make recommendations for
different cancer treatments (Fatigante et al., 2020), report “bad” and
“uncertain” news (Lutfey and Maynard, 1998; Alby et al., 2017),
and balance asserting their authority with ensuring that patients
are involved in decision-making (Tate, 2019). Divergences among
doctors’ and patients’ understandings can occur, but ambiguities
are routinely managed as part of the interaction (Pino et al.,
2022; Ross and Stubbe, 2022). How AI-based technology could
be adequately incorporated into these complex processes remains
an open question, but our study indicates what it means to take
AI-based technologies into account in a serious way as part of
professional practice. Continued exploration of the organization
and reasoning of interdisciplinary communication that takes place,
for instance, in multidisciplinary tumor boards (Seuren et al., 2019;
cf. Smart and Auburn, 2019; Mano et al., 2021), and the possible
incorporation of radiomics results and procedures into interactions
with patients, could yield further insights relevant to existing
contributions coming from research in doctor–patient interaction,
as well as studies of workplace practices in oncology and radiology.
Future studies should also explore whether and how AI-based
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technologies might, to some extent, become participants in
complex medical processes involving diagnostic data analysis and
decision-making, while keeping human involvement and expertise
center stage.
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Appendix

Transcription conventions for speech (based on Jefferson, 2004):

[ ] Overlapping talk.
(.) Micro-pause.
(2.2) Pause in seconds.
. Final intonation.
>what< Notably faster talk.
(but) Estimated hearing.
( ) Inaudible segment.
a::: Vocal prolongation.
Re- Cut-off.
↑ Higher pitch.
= Rapid continuation (latching).
.hh/hh Inhalation and exhalation.
n(h)o Laughter particle within word.
THAT Louder volume.
That Hearable emphasis.

Transcription conventions for bodily conduct (based on Mondada, 2018, simplified):

%% Descriptions of bodily conduct are delimited between
&& two identical symbols (one symbol per participant / type of action)
@@ that are synchronized with correspondent stretches of talk or time

indications.
&--> The action described continues across subsequent lines
-->& until the same symbol is reached.
ste Participant doing the embodied action is identified in small caps in the

margin.
RH Right hand.
LH Left hand.
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